
Nayax Retail expanding its offering with the acquisition of UPITec 
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We are pleased to announce the recent acquisition of UPITec Software, a leading 

provider of retail software solutions provider, specializing in the SAP Business One 

environment.   

This move is part of Nayax’s growth strategy and our efforts to expand our offering 

to both the mobility and attended retail markets. UPITec, established in 2005, has 

offices in both Israel and Ukraine, with a total of 40 employees and consultants, 14 

of which are based at the corporate offices in Petach Tikva. 

By combining UPITec’s expertise in retail software solutions and Nayax’s 

established experience as a global payment service provider, we can now provide 

merchants with complete end to end, out of the box solutions, to enable them to 

grow their business quickly, without compromise.

The partnership will leverage Nayax’s connections in the financial arena to provide 

an innovative platform, starting from on-boarding, through simple operation and 

speedy response.

We will all get the opportunity to meet the UPITec team and to personally welcome 

them to the Nayax family soon. Until then, we would like to take this opportunity to 

say thanks to Betzalel Mordachai, founder and CEO of UPITec, for his “can-do” spirit, 

ongoing collaboration and overall professional contribution which enabled this deal. 

As we move forward as one joint force, we will continue to communicate the 

onboarding process to ensure a seamless transition for UPITec employees.

Please join us in welcoming the UPITec team!
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What do you do at Nayax?

What’s your tip for working from home?

What’s your Netflix addiction?

What’s the first thing you will do when the quarantine ends?

Miss being able to see colleagues in the hall? Saying hi in the kitchen? Here’s a 

quick intro to 2 Nayax employees: Anna Mor and Tom Mor, both from Nayax Israel.

How are people working these days? Check it out, and send us your own work set-ups!
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We still want to celebrate!

It’s a tough time to have a special 

occasion so let’s send best wishes 

to our co-workers below!

News from the field  

Chronicle – a word from Nayax employees

Nayax Remote!

Anna Mor’s interview

Tom Mor’s interview

Happy Birthday 

Tips for working 
from home
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Attending to our customers, 

tending to each other
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Idan Blech 

Hidekazu Suzuki

Sharon Vaserman 

 it also raises the morale

Research has proven that between 

9:00 – 11:00 is when we are the 

most productive for in-depth 

thought. (Try to avoid using this 

window of time to answer phones, 

do admin work, etc.)

Define a comfortable workspace to 

serve as an office (try to separate 

between home and "office")

Regular breaks during the day: 

Take your usual lunch break, away 

from your work space

it’s easy to feel even more isolated 

so share your accomplishments 

with your team and manager!

It takes a few days to find your 

rhythm so maintain a regular 

daily routine (exercise, breakfast, 

work, rest, work, lunch, etc.)
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Artist, Technician, Academic, Pastry Chef.

Reminding clients to pay

Have special PJs for work

RuPaul

Shower

I’ve started working at Nayax in March 2015, as 

a Junior System Administrator and Helpdesk.

I have 2 siblings (younger sister and a younger 

brother), am originally from Ra’anana and have 

been living in Tel Aviv for the past 7 years or so.

My parents and siblings still live in Ra’anana.

I have a BA in Eastern Asia Studies (met @Anna 

Mor in Japanese class in our second year doing 

the degree).

What do I do? What don’t I do???       (Officially, Team Leader at the ITOps (DevOps) 

team – the team in charge of the production and QA/Dev environments.)

Setup a work station that is as close as possible to the one you have at the office (just 

without the standing desk, since that’s waaayyy too expensive!).

The Witcher, Altered Carbon, 100 Humans.

Take a vacation abroad somewhere.


